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Altai Systems Partner to be a Panelist at AMSFest DC 2016
Washington, DC – Altai Systems, Inc., is excited to not only be a Showcase Company (Association Management
Software – AMS company) at AMSFest in DC, but we are also proud to
have Altai Partner, Mike Frye, serve as a panelist at the event.
Mike Frye, along with Facilitator Dave Will, and four other panelists will
lead the discussion, “Beneath the Surface: Investors Discover Association
Tech & What it Means for You.” Being held in Washington, DC the popular event offers not only scheduled panel
discussions but attendees can choose topics they’d like to hear from crowdsourced sessions posted prior to the
event.
Teri Carden, Founder of ReviewMyAMS.com and AMSFest, discussed her thoughts on the “Beneath the Surface”
panel:
"There is a tsunami of investment money that is flooding into the association technology market. The
effects of these investments aren’t apparent on a day to day basis, but over months and years, they add
up and can significantly impact an association’s operations and will eventually alter the association
technology ecosystem. This is why I'm so excited about the AMSFest panel on investment firms vs. selffunded firms -- what associations need to know about the good and bad of both types of models and
how to be proactive regarding the inevitable merge or acquisition."
Altai Partner, Mike Frye stated his enthusiasm for the topic by saying, “It will be fun to sit on the AMSFest panel
about investment opportunities in the non-profit space. Having sold my last company to a venture capitalist, this
will be a fun panel to be involved in, but, if you’re an Altai client or competitor, don’t worry, Altai isn’t selling!”
To register and learn more click AMSFest.
About Altai Systems:
Altai Systems is the leading Enterprise Association Management Solution (AMS) using the Microsoft Dynamics®
CRM platform. We are a company with a long heritage of providing solutions for association and membership
management. Founded by two seasoned Microsoft CRM professionals with over 20 years’ management
experience, each in the field of association and nonprofit related technology solutions, Altai has sales
development and technical consultants located across the United States. Altai Systems’ mission is to provide
solutions to bring members closer -- closer to their clients, their organizations and closer to each other.
www.altaisystems.com
About ReviewMyAMS.com:
ReviewMyAMS.com is a website designed to give association executives a voice about how their AMS performs
with regards to customer service, ease of use, reliability, and customization. On this site executives can speak
openly and honestly about their experiences with their AMS giving end users a collective voice in an incredibly
competitive market.

